THE DUAL POISSON-LAGUERRE TRANSFORM
BY

FRANK M. CHOLEWINSKI AND DEBORAH TEPPER HAIMOC)

1. Introduction. In a series of papers [l]-[4], [7]-[9], the authors have developed
inversion and representation theories for integral transforms whose kernels are
functions associated with the fundamental solutions of various generalized heat
equations. The present goal is to carry out such a study for the dual PoissonLaguerre transform.
2. Definitions.

For a > —1, let Ln(x) denote the Laguerre polynomial of degree

n given by

(2.1)

L«(x)= X-^f [¿] V+°e-*),

n = 0, 1,2,....

We then have the basic orthogonality relation

(2.2)

P Ln(x)L«m(x)
d£l(x)= %Ä

Jo

p(n)

where
(2.3)

(2.4)

dQ.{x) = e~xxadx,

P(n) = nl/T(n + a+l).

We define the Laguerre differential operator Vx by

V,/(x) = xf\x) + (a+l-*)/'(*)
(2'5)

-x-aeXTx[xa+le'XTxM'

and note that for the Laguerre polynomial, we have
(2.6)

VxLn(x) = -nLn(x),

n = 0, 1,....

Let f(x) be a measurable function defined on [0, co). Then its dual Laguerre
transform f~(n) is given by

(2.7)

/~(«)=

i" f{x)3>l(x)dK{x),

Jo

when
where

(2.8)

JS?S(*)= p(n)V(a+l)Ln(x)
= ifi(-n;

l+a;x)
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and

(2.9)

dA(x) = T±T) d£ï(x).

By inversion, we have

(2.10)

/(*)= 2f~(rí)Sei(x)a(n),
n=0

where

(2.11)

a(«)

T(a+l)p(«)

In order to obtain the basic kernels associated with our theory, we derive them
heuristically. We need to introduce associated functions and to this end we define

formally

(2.12)

d(x,y,z)=

2 2%x)<£l(y)<£l(z)a(n),
n=0

whence formally

(2.13)

d(x,y, ■)-(«)= P d(x, y, z)^l(z) dA(z)= £e«n(x)<?l(y).
Jo

We note that d(x, y, z), defined by (2.12), is to be interpreted as the Laguerre
analogue of the translates of the Dirac delta function on the real line.
On setting « = 0 in (2.13), we find that

(2.14)

jo d(x,y,z)dA(z) = l.

We now define the associated function/(x,

(2.15)

y) of a function/(x)

given for [0, oo), by

f(x, y) - j" f(z) d(x, y, z) dA(z)

whenever the integral converges.
The Laguerre differential heat equation is given by

(2.16)

Vxu(x, t) = 8u(x, t)/8t.

It is clear that if

(2.17)

u(x, t) = e**f(x).

Then, formally,

(2.18)

8u(x, t)/8t = V^e'VC*) = Vxu(x,t).

Taking/(x) = d(x, 0, 0), we seek the fundamental solution ga(x; t) of (2.16) given by

(2.19)

ga(x; t) = et**d(x,0).
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But

eiv*d(x, 0, 0) = eiv*J ^Wff(»)
n=0

- J e-nt3?l(x)o(n)
n=0

n=0

where we have noted that é"^%x)=e-nt^(x).

(2.20)

ga(x;t) = (-¿-J^-exp

Now by [5, p. 189 (17)], we have

[- x¡(é-1)],

t > 0.

Further, we have
/•OO

gj,x, y; t) = J

i/(x,j, z)ga(z;t) dA(z)
CO

/«co

n=0

Jo

But

(2.21)

g„(. ; 0~(«) = P 2l(z)ga(z; t) dA(z) = e~nt,
Jo

and so

ga(x,y;t) = J e-^OO^^M«)
(2.22)

n=0

= (i¿l)a+

expI-^+y)/^-!)]^^^)

by [5, p. 189 (19)], where
(2.23)

J(z) = 2T(o£+l)z-a/a(z),

4(z) being the Bessel function of imaginary argument. Henceforth, we shall write
g(x, y; t) for ga(x, y; t), including the subscript only for functions of order ^a.

We also have

(2.24)

g(x, ■;t)~(n) = e-"t3>&x).

The function g(x, y; t) is the kernel of our transformation. From its explicit form

(2.22), it is immediate that
(2.25)

g(x,v;r)>0,

, > 0.

Further, it is well known that g(x, y; t) is a variation diminishing kernel; see [13].
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For a function <f>defined for [0, co), the dual Poisson-Laguerre

transform is

given by

(2.26)

u(x, t) = i" g(x, y; t)<p(y)dA(y),

t > 0,

Jo

whenever the integral converges, whereas the dual Poisson-Laguerre-Stieltjes
transform for a function a of bounded variation is defined by
/•oo

(2.27)

u(x, t) =

Jo

g{x,y; t) da{y),

t > 0.

Examples of functions which are dual Poisson-Laguerre transforms are given

in the following table :
u(x, t)

</>(y)

1.1
2. «r'tx-Kl+aXe'-l)]

1
y

4. e-^n{x)

&l{y)

5.x"

n!(-l)l (y-i)»i;(-*£L).

3. Properties of the kernel g{x,y; t). The function g(x, y, t) plays a central
role in our theory and in this section we study some of its fundamental properties.

By (2.24), we have

(3.1)

T g(x, y; t)<£n{y)dA(y) = e^^x).

Jo

On setting, in turn, n=0, 1, 2 in (3.1),we readily establish the following result.

Theorem 3.1. For x, t fixed, t>0,

(3.2)

r g(x,y;t)dA(y) = l,
JO

(3-3)

(3-4)

¡W yg(x,y;t)dA(y)

Jo

= (a+l)(l-*-')+**-',

1" y2giX'yi
° dHy) = (a+ 2)(a+IX1-«"V
+2(a+2)(l-e-t)e-tx+e-2tx2.

We next state a useful property which follows readily from the fact that, for x > 0,

¿x>y>') ~ i( r¿-!lm

é^^Xxyy^-We*

(3.5)
xexP[-^;y/2)2],

oo.
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Theorem 3.2. For x fixed, 8 any positive number, and 0^y^x-8,

(3.6)

iimg(x,y;t)

275

x+8fLy<oo,

= 0.

Í-.0 +

This has an important consequence.

Theorem 3.3. For x fixed,

(3.7)

lim
(-0+

C

g(x, y; t) dA(y) = 0,

0^a^e<x<oo

Ja

(3.8)

=0,

0áx<agHoo

(3.9)

=1,

0úa<x<bú°o.

Proof. (3.7) and (3.8) follow from the preceding theorem and an appeal to
Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem which holds since, in (3.5),

e*p[<(i+2)-«^-¿2!]
(et_

1)1/2

is uniformly bounded in any finite interval of the positive i-axis, and the dominant
integral ¡"ay~'xl2'Vi dA(y)<oo. (3.9) is a direct result of the first two cases and

(3.2).
The following basic relation of Huygens type may be established by an appeal
to the definition of g(x, y; t) and an evaluation of the integral [6, p. 52 (23)].

Theorem 3.4. For tu t2 > 0,
/•co

(3.10)

Jo

g(x, z; tjgfj,

z; t2) dA(z) = g(x, y;tl +12).

For x, x0 fixed, the quotient

(3">

"»-3ës%

o<,<1'

plays a significant role in the development of the theory and we now explore, in
particular, its changes of trend. To this end we need some preliminary lemmas.

Lemma 3.5. For x, x0 fixed, 0 ^ jc, x0 < co, 0 < r < 1,

(3.12)

lim gjpC,y;t}. = 0.
v-*°°g(x0,y,

1)

Proof. The result follows immediately by (3.5).
Lemma 3.6. If A(s) = 1 -\s\for

(3.13)

g(x, y; t) = hm

h->oJo

\s\<l

andAs=0

otherwise, then

g(u, y; t) -i-j-g^—¡¡-L
nure

dA(u).
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Proof. We have

,

r» .
r+*

rt r(«+ i)A(0-u)/h) ...,
„ H(x-u)/h)

g(u,y;t)-±-r-du.

Jx-h

J

"

By a change of variables, we have

/- J

g(x-uh,y; t) A(m)
du,

so that an appeal to Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem yields

lim / = g{x, y;t)\

ft->0

J-l

A(k) du = g(x, y; t)

and the lemma is established.
Lemma 3.7. For any real number a, x, x0 fixed, and 0 < t < 1,
(3.14)

g{x0, y; \)-ag{x,y;

t)

has at most two variations of sign for 0^j<oo.

Proof. By (3.10) and (3.13), we note that
g(.x0,y; \)-ag{x,y;t)

= lrmJo g{u,y; t)[g(x0,u;\-t)-¿,".

j dm.

Since g(x, y; t) is a variation diminishing kernel, it follows that the number of
variations of sign of

f" /
,J ,
rt ar(a+l)A((x-H)/A)l
...
Jo
s(«,j; 0[*(*o.
«; i1-0—-—^pi——J
^a(m)
does not exceed that of

and so by [12, p. 81], the number of variations of sign of g(x0, y; \)-ag(x,
does not exceed that of

liminf

g(x„,j; 1-/)-

/i->0+ L

y; t)

aT(a+l)A((x-y)/h)
hyae~y

Since for x, x0 fixed and h sufficiently small, (3.15) has at most two changes of sign,
so does (3.14) and the proof is complete.
We now investigate the changes of trend of @(y).
Theorem 3.8. @(y) defined as in (3.11) has at most one change of trend.
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Proof. Let a be a real number and consider
g(x0,y,

\)-ag(x,y;

t) = ag(x0,y;

l)[l/a-&(y)].

Clearly the number of variations of sign of the function on the left is equal to that
of 1/a—y(y). If ^(y) were to have more than two changes of trend, there would
necessarily exist a real number a for which the number of variations of sign of
g(x0,y; \)—ag(x,y; t) would exceed 2, contradicting the previous lemma. On the
other hand, if ^(y) were to have two changes of trend, since <&(y)> 0, then either
^(y)\ in the neighborhood of y=0, and hence would have to decrease once and
then increase for all large y, contradicting (3.12) so that in this case @(y) must have
exactly one change of trend; or else, ^(y)\ in the neighborhood of y=0, and since
(3.12) holds, the assumption that ^(y) has two changes of trend would imply the
existence of a real number a such that the number of variations of sign of g(x0, y; 1)
—ag(x, y; t) is 3, contradicting Lemma 3.7, so that in this case @(y) has no change
in trend and the result is established.
We now strengthen this theorem.
Theorem 3.9. For x, x0 fixed, 8 any positive number and t sufficiently small,
g(x, y; t)/g(x0, y ; 1) has exactly one change of trend in (x— 8, x+ 8).

Proof. Because of the preceding theorem, it is enough to prove that the quotient
has at least one change in trend. To this end, if A is a real number, 0 < A < 1, then
there exists a y in the interval (x—8, x - 8/2) such that &(y) < A. For otherwise, we

have S?(y)^ 1 for all y, x-S<y<jc-8/2.

0=

lim

fx- 612

But then, by (3.7), we have

g(x,y;t)dA(y)

í->0+ Jx-6
¡•x-612

= lim

ny)g{x0,y,\)dA(y)

i->0+ Jx-6
¡•x-612

^A

g(x0,y;\)dA(y)^A

> 0,

Jx-6

a contradiction. Similarly we may see that in the interval (x+8/2, x + 8), there
exists a y for which (8(y)<A. Finally in the interval (x—8/2, jc+ S/2), there exists
a y for which ^(y) > A ; for, otherwise, ^(y) ^ 0 for all y in that interval and we

would have, by (3.9)

1 = lim

¡•X + ÔI2

g(x,y;t)dA(y)íA

< 1,

t->0+ J x-612

a contradiction. We have thus proved the theorem.
Similar results hold for the changes of trend of the kernel g(x, y; t) itself. In
order to prove these, we need a preliminary lemma.

Lemma3.10. If
/•co

(3.16)

gc(x,y; t) =

Jo

g(x, u; \¡¿)g(u,y; t) dA(u),

e > 0,
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then

(3 17)

lim 8^x'y't^
e~o+g(x,

= i

x; 1/e)

Proof. Let 8 > 0. Then for x > S we have, by (2.22) and the standard asymptotic

estimate for J(z), [5, p. 86],
g(x, y; 1/e)

g(x,x;\le)

v

ex

= K¥*^

ÍOl8úy

and

g£dl|/fU*

for0 ±yú 8.

g(x,x;l/e)

Also, clearly,

lims(x,r,\Jf) = j
,o+ g(x, x; 1/e)

Hence, applying Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem to

gA^ytl
g(x,x;l/e)

= r- £(*L«ii/1)
J0 g(x, x;l/e)6V

we have

and the lemma is proved.
Corresponding to Lemma 3.7, we have the following result.
Lemma 3.11. For any real number a, and x fixed,
g(x,y,t)-a

has at most two variations of sign for 0^y<co.

Proof. By (3.13) and (3.16), we have
g(x,y,t)-age(x,y;t)

v

f" ,

AA((x-u)lh)Y(a+\)

= 1™Jo g("'y' H —hire-*-

.

..A

....

a8(x>
"»V«)JdA(u).

Hence an argument entirely analogous to that of Lemma 3.7, establishes that
g(x, y; t) —age(x,y; t) has at most two variations of sign. Since a is arbitrary, set
a=a*/g(x,x;
1/e) with a* any real number. Then the number of variations of
sign of
g(x, y, t)-a*ge(x,

y; t)/g(x, x; 1/e)

does not exceed 2. By [12, p. 84], it follows that the number of variations of sign
of g(x, y; t) —a* is bounded by lim supe_0 of the number of variations of sign of
g(x, y, t)-a*ge(x,

and the proof is complete.

y; t)/g(x, x; 1/e)
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By an argument entirely analogous to that used to establish Theorem 3.9, we
have the following parallel result.
Theorem 3.12. For x fixed, and 8 > 0, g(x, y; t) has at least one variation of trend

in (x—8, x+8)for t sufficientlysmall.
This theorem together with a proof of Theorem 3.8 in which the function
g(xo, j; 1) nas Deen replaced by 1, enables us to reach the following conclusion.
Theorem 3.13. For x fixed, 8>0, g(x, y; t) has exactly one change of trend in

(x—8, x+8)for t sufficientlysmall.
From the definition (2.22) and elementary estimates we also have, for x fixed,

0<r^l
(3.18)

lim g{x,y; r) = 0.
y-*co

4. Estimates of functions of g(x, y; t). In order to derive estimates of the
kernels, of quotients of kernels, and of derivations of these, we need the following
useful identities.

8

(4-1)
(4.2)

1

v

fagiX'y,*) = —^zjg(x,y,t)+j^ga+Áx,y,t).
Vxg{x,y;t)
3

= [|+>^-^]g(x,

g(x,y;t)

fyg(x0,y,

=
t0)

(4.3)

y; t)-J2Lga

e'o-e'

g(x,y;t)

x0

8 Vxg(.x,y;t)
8y g(x0, y ; í0)

g(x,y;t)ga

\ ë
Y{é-1)2

x2y
(é-Xf
xp
"e'o-1

ga + 1{x,y,t)

ê-\

g(x0,y;t0)

+ 1(x0,y;t0)

[g{xo,y,to)f
yê ] g{x,y;t)
(é - 1)3J g(x0, y ; /0)

\xy(2é-l)
L (e'-l)3

(4.4)

x

{é°-\)(é-l)g(x0,y;t0)

e'o-1

+lix,y; t).

x 1 ga+1(x,y;t)
e'-lj
g(x0,y;t0)

ga+2Jx,y,t)+
g(x0,y,t)

1
'e'o-1

Vxg(x, y;t)
g(x0,y,t0)

[Vxg{x, y, t)]ga + l(x0, y; t0)
[g(x0,y,to)]2

By appealing to the definitions and standard asymptotic expansions, we may
establish the following theorem.
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Theorem 4.1. For x, x0 fixed, to>t>0,
f„í\to/2> + <3/4)

r

(4.5) 8(x'y;° ~r(a+1}w-nr»i*»-"-™-p

(Y-ii2ptia_viia\2-\

[-

é-l

)>
y —>oo

(4-6)

ga +i(x,y,

f^,y;t)

m

(4>7)

t) ~ (l+a)(xye-t)-liag(x,y;

..WrtB+wl)

/(¿»-l)\"a

XCXP{-(e'-l)(e'o-l)

t),

y->co

/xoVa'2)+<1'« exn r(x^eV2-^V'2)2]

[ym-"--hé-■-"]

>
y —>-oo

8 g(x,y;t)

T

e'-efo

x

(4.8) -ïyWoTyTT)-[(é-Wo-i)+7=l^e

_tw,2

xo

,

* 1,2-iCT^e
g(x, y; t)
x ,
\,
g(xo,y,t0)

-( w;2l

'0>i

y -> oo.

The elementary inequality

(49)

/Y„„t\l/2

_ vl/2\2

-^_y

A YPt

> ú X_A*¡_X)-Ay,

t>0,

A<M(é-\)

enables us to derive the following estimate.

Theorem 4.2. For x fixed, i>0, S>0,

(4.10)

g(x,y;t) = o(exp[-p+fcr] ),

y-+<*>.

5. Convergence. We next study the convergence behavior of the dual PoissonLaguerre-Stieltjes transform.
Theorem 5.1. If a is a function of bounded variation in every finite interval, and if
/•CO

(5.1)

Jo

g(x0,y,c)da(y)

= A

for some x0^0, c>0, then J^ g(x, y; t) da(y), 0^x<oo,

(5.2)

0</^c

lim f g(x0,y; I) da(y) = A.

<-»c~ Jo

Proof. We have

/=fg(x,y;0^(y)^;^^^(yX
where
ß(y) = j" g(x0,u;c)dcc(u),

Ogy

< oo.

converges and
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Now ß(y) is of bounded variation in every finite interval, /3(oo)exists by hypothesis,
and g(x, y ; t)/g(x0, y ; c) = &(y) is a positive, continuous function which eventually
is nonincreasing. It follows by [12, p. 174] that the integral /converges for 0 ^ x < co,
0< t£ c. Further, since Jô g(x0, y; t) da(y) is a continuous function of t in 0< t^ c,

its limit as r-> c" is A.
This enables us to prove the following stronger result.

Theorem 5.2. If the integral
/•co

(5.3)

I g{s, y, t) da{y),

s = a+ir,

converges for s = ao^0, then the integral converges locally uniformly in the complex
plane, and represents there an analytic function.

Proof. Let S be any compact set in the complex plane. For R>0, Let Sç
{s I |s|g.R}. Then if s=<j+ireS,
we have, by (2.22) and the estimate \S(z)\

¿AM),
(5.4)

\g(s, y; t)\ Ï exp [2/?/(e<- l)]g(R, y; t).

It follows that

(5.5)

I T g(s,y; t) da(y) í exp[2R/(é-1)]P g(R,y; t) d*{y).
I Jo

Jo

By the preceding theorem, the convergence of the integral (5.3) for s = a0 implies
its convergence for 0 ^ a < a and hence the integral on the right side of inequality
(5.5) converges. An appeal to the Weierstrass M-test completes the proof.

6. Inversion. We now turn to a fundamental inversion theorem for the dual
Poisson-Laguerre transform under general conditions.
Theorem 6.1. Let <f>
be integrable in every finite interval and let

(6.1)

j\(.x0,y,l)<p(y)dA(y)

converge for some x0 = 0. If

(6.2)

lim - \X+h [<p(y)-<p(x)}dA(y) = 0,

ft->o+ n Jx

then

(6.3)

lim r g(x,y,t)<Ky)dA(y)
= <p(x).

Í-.0+ Jo

Proof. Set

<l>(y)
= [[<Ku)-<l>(x)]dA(u).
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Then, by hypothesis, it follows that for a given e > 0, there exists a 8 > 0 such that

\<f>(y)\
< »\y-x\

if\y-x\

< 8.

With x and S fixed, let

/ = P g(x,y, t)<f>(y)
dA(y)- ( P"4 + P"' + P ) g(x,y t)<Ky)
dA(y)
JO

\J0

Jx-6

Jx + 6/

= h+h + h.
Now

where
Jx + 6

Since ^4(oo)exists, @(y)=g(x, y; t)/g(x0, y; 1) tends to zero for 0< t< 1 as y -> co,
and A(x+8)=0, the integrated part vanishes, and we have

Jx + 0

By, Theorems 3.2 and 3.9, for t sufficiently small and y^x+8,
Jx+6

I

<&(y)\. Hence

g(.x0,y;l)\

= Mg(x,x+S;0

g(x0, x + 8; 1)

as/^0+

Further, we have

where

*W- fog(x0,y,l>Ky)dA(y),
Since 5(0)=0, we have
g(x,x-8;t)

h = g(x0
so that

g(x0, x-S;l)

<; 2Mg^X-h}t\-^l
g(x0,x-8;l)

j0
g(x0;l)

U(*o,j;; i)J

= 0(1)

as t^0

+.
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Finally, consider

J = i*" g(x,y, t)[m-m]

dA(y)=r6 g(x,y; /) #(y)

Jx-6

= g(x, x+8; tW(x+8)-g(x,

Jx-6

x-8; t)^(x-8)-

¡* ' </-(y)d[g(x,y; t)]
Jx-6

= g(x, x+8; t)ifi(x+8)-g(x,x-8;
1

t)t/i(x-8)

Çx+Ô

--¿—\ J

í(y)\.xg«+Áx>y>
t)-g(x,y, t)] dy

by (4.1). Hence
\J\ Í o(l) + -r^-

T

\y-x\

e — i Jx-ô

\xga+1(x,y,t)-g(x,y;t)\dy,

r->0+

and since the integral is finite,

|/| á o(l)+e,

t^0+.

From the fact that
¡•x+6
rx + 6

lim sup
i->0+

g(x, y; r) dA(y) = 1,
Jx-6

it follows that
lim sup |/| = lim sup |/2—<f>(x)\
Ú e.
t->0 +

t-»0 +

Thus
lim sup \I-<f>(x)\ ^ e
(-.0 +

and the proof is complete.
Next we establish the order of magnitude of a function whose dual PoissonLaguerre-Stieltjes transform converges.
Theorem 6.2. Let a(y) be of bounded variation in every finite interval ofO <y < oo.

If, for x, tfixed, 0^x<od, 0<t< 1,
(6.4)

j" g(x,y;t)da(y)

converges, then

(6-5)

and a(0+) exists.

■« - ijdyTô)

^°°'

Proof. As a consequence of Theorem 3.12 and by (3.18), we may choose numbers
yu y2 so that x<yx <y2 and so large that g(x, y; /)| for yx ^y¿y2. Now

«(^-«W = Jvir<Wy)= jyi\H*£±y±$da(y)
g\x> y■>' I

= gid^)ig(x'r't)daiy)>
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where the last equation follows from the mean value theorem with y1£-q¿yz.
Since the integral on the right converges, for given e>0, there exists a number
jo > 0 so that

■W>—fro
< ggj-r%

* > y-

or, since gix,yx; t)>0,
Hy2)-^(yi)]g(x,y1;t)

Further, g{x,y2; t)<g(x,y1;

< e.

t) since g(x,y; t)\. for y1^y^y2,
Hy2)-<*(yi)]g(x,y2;t)

and so

< e.

Hence
Hy2)\g(x,y2;t)

Ú Hy2)-<*-{yù\g(x,y2;t)+\a{yi)\g(x,y2;t)

< e+Hyi)\g(x,y2;t).
Since \a(yi)\g(x,y2; i)-s-0 as y2^oo,
by (3.18), we have (6.5). To verify that
<x(0+)exists, we choose numbers ylf y2 such that 0<jx <y2<x and so small that
g(x, y; r)f for y^-^y^y2. Then by an appeal to the mean value theorem,

«O^-aO'i)

= „,

1
fa
„ .A
g(x, y, t) da(y),

g\X, /2> I) Jti

where y i £i¡ <;y2. From this it follows that as y2 -> 0,
«(j2)-«(ji)

= o(l)

and hence a(0+) exists.
7. Asymptotic estimates of dual Poisson-Laguerre transforms.
We now study
the growth patterns of convergent dual Poisson-Laguerre transforms. To this end,
we need the following elementary inequalities.

Lemma 7.1. For B>0,

(7.1)

Jo exp[-B(yV2-Ay]dyejßTr1'2

and
r™ i
'eXp[_B{yl,2-A)2]dyá¿
Jo /

(7.2)

2t!-1'2
ßll2

Proof. (7.1) is established by a simple change of variable. We have
/•co

fao

exp [-B(yll2~A)2]
Jo

dy Ú

exp [-B(\y\m-A)2\
J- co

= 2Air1l2/B112,

dy
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and (7.2) similarly,
f- e,Pi-B(y-2-A)2]dy
Jo

= 2 |~ ^

J'

^

J-A

% |~

ß.ßfl2 ^ = ^^

J-co

We now develop our first asymptotic estimate.

Theorem 7.2. Let
/•co

(7.3)

u(x, 0=1

g(x, y, t) da(y)

converge for (x0, t0), Oiíx0<oo, i0>0. Then for t fixed, 0<t<to,
(7.4)

u(x, t) = 0(xil'i)-ial2)

exp [x/(l -«*"'<>)]),

x -> oo.

Proof. We have

where

POO= f g(x0,y, t0)d«(y).
Integrating by parts and noting that the integrated term vanishes, we find that

An appeal to (4.7) and (4.8) yields, since ß(y) is bounded for O^y^oo,
1 v ' ;| =

exp [*««./(<*>-cQ] f- I
ê»-ê
afWD+om
J0 |(e*_i)(ei0_i)

f

e'o-e'

[ ...

/(xe')1'2 (x0g'°)i;a\ 1 I
+ ^ e*_i + e(o-l /y1'2!

x^V'Vo-O-Xo'Vo'V-l)]2!

,

where X is dependent on /, r0, and x0, but not on x. Applying the preceding lemma,
we have (7.4), the result sought.
The conclusion of the theorem may be sharpened as in the following corollary.

Corollary

7.3. Let

(7.5)

u(x, t) = j" g(x, y; t) d*(y)

converge for 0<t<c,

(7.6)

0^x<oo.

77ie« for any fixed t and for any to,0<t<to<c,

u(x, t) = 0(exp [jc/(1- é"<«)]),

x -> oo.

Proof. Since we have, by the theorem,
u(x, t) = 0(x<1,4)-«"2) exp [x/(l -e'"'»)]),

x -> oo,
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and this implies for a smaller tQ,
u(x, t) = 0(exp [x/(l - e*-'»)]),

x -+ co

the proof is complete since t0 is arbitrary.
This may be extended further to yield the following estimate.

Corollary

7.4. Let

(7.7)

u(x,t)=

converge for 0 < t < c, 0^x<oo.

(7.8)

P g(x, y; t) da(y)

Jo

Then, if0<8<c/2,

u(x, t) = 0(exp [x/(l-e-012)]),

x -> oo,

uniformlyfor 8^t^c—8.
Proof. By the preceding corollary, taking r0= c—8/2, we have
\u(x, 0| ú A(t)exp

[x¡(\-é-c+612)],

or, for 8^t^c-8
\u(x,t)\ Ú Aexp[x/(l-e->12)],
where A is the maximum of A(t) in the interval 8 ^ t ^ c —8, and is finite, as is clear
from the inequality of the theorem.
Next we establish the growth behavior of the incomplete Poisson-Laguerre-

Stieltjes transform J^g(x,y; t) da(y), A>0.
Theorem 7.5. Let

(7.9)

u{x, t) = f g{x, y, t)da{y),
Jo

0 á x < co, A > 0,

where a(y) is of bounded variation in every finite interval of [0, co). Then, for 0<t<c,

(7.10)

u(x,t)

= 0(l/xa +1),

x-^co.

Proof. We have
g(x,y;t)

ú K(xy)-ial2)-aii^

exp {-[x112-^)1'2]2/^-!)}.

But, clearly,
txp{-lx*-(y*r*riV-D}

< [;tl,2_(^)1/2|2(c¡+1)-

Hence
ey(xy)~(al2)~aii)
g\X, y,t)

< K . 1/2 _ .

.. i/2\2(a +1)'

In addition, for S>0, it follows from the definition (2.22) that, for 0^y^8,
g(x,y; t) á tfexp [{2{x8etyi2-x)l{é-\)].
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Hence
i / ai <r K
[(2(x8et)1'2-x)/(e'-l)]
m(x,/) ^ ATexp LV_;_. /..,.\„ t
11
^exp[(2(x8e!)1/2-x)/(et-l)]

'

f« . , , ,.
\da(y)\
Jo

\x112 — (Aec)11212<a+v(Aec8){al2)+(1,4)'

= 0(l/xa + 1),

x > ylec

x->oo

and (7.10) is established.
8. Dual Laguerre temperatures. We study now solutions of the Laguerre
differential heat equation. We introduce the following notation for the class of
such functions.
Definition 8.1. A C2 function u(x, t) which satisfies the Laguerre differential
heat equation

(8.1)

Vxu(x, t) = 8u(x, t)/8t,

where Vx is defined in (2.5), in a domain D, is said to belong to class H there and
is called a dual Laguerre temperature. The function u(x, t) e H in a region R if
there exists a domain D with R £ D and u(x, t) e H in D. A convergent dual
Poisson-Laguerre-Stieltjes transform is a dual Laguerre temperature as established
in the following theorem.
Theorem 8.2. Let a be of bounded variation in every finite interval and let
/» 00

u(x, 0=1

g(x, y, t) da(y),

the integral converging for 0<t<c.
analytic in any bounded domain.

0 ^ x < co,

Then u(x, t)e H there and u(s, t), s = a + ir, is

Proof. The analyticity of u(x, t) follows from Theorem 5.2. Membership in H
is a consequence of the fact that
/•oo

I

Vxg(x,y,t)da(y)

converges uniformly for x in any finite interval and 0 < t < c. That this is so may be

established by noting that, by hypothesis,
/•GO

g(x, y; t0) da(y) < oo,

for t0 such that 0<8^/^c-S</0<c.

0 ^ x < oo,

Now

/ =JriP V,g(x,
y;0da(y)=
P ffi*'.^0g(x,
y,/„)My)
Jj*! g\.x,y,'o)
_
-

Vxg(x,yt)
-

g{x,y,to)

1r*
ß(y)\Tl

r2

g \Vxg(x,y;t)]

+ )Tl ß{y)8y[g(x,y,to)\

*>
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where
/•CO

ß(y) =

g(x, y, t0) dy = o(l),

Jy

y -» co.

Since by (4.2), (4.4), (4.5), (4.6), we have for O^x^R,

R any positive number and

for 0 < t < c,
Vxg(x,y,t)

= 0(1),

g(x,y,t0)

S Vxg(x,y;t)
dy g(x,y,t0)

= 0(e~Ay),

y^co,

y -> co, A a positive constant,

uniformly, limriiTa_001=0 uniformly and the proof is complete.
We next prove that a dual Laguerre temperature, in a strip 0<t^c,
which
vanishes along t=0 +, vanishes identically throughout the strip. To this end, we
need a preliminary result.

Theorem 8.3. Let u(x, t) e H for 0^x^R,0<t^c,

(8.2)

u(R, 0^0,

(8.3)

0 < t ^ c,

lim inf u(x, t) ^ 0
t-0

and let

for all x0, 0 ^ x0 g R.

+ ;x->Xo

Then

(8.4)

u(x, 0^0,

0 ^ x Ú R, 0 < t á c.

Proof. By (8.3), it follows that for e>0, there is a number 8>0 such that

u(x, t)>

-e

for 0 S x Ú R, 0 < t g S.

Assuming that the conclusion of the theorem is false, there must exist a point
(*i, tj), 0 ^ Xí < R, 0 < t1 ^ c for which

w(*i, fi) = —A < 0.

Let
ü(x, t) = u(x, t) + r(t —t1),

where r>0 is such that rtx<A, and let e be such that e<A —rt1. Now

»C*i>fi) = "(xi, ti) - -A.
Also
t)(x, t) = u(x, t)+r(t—t1)
> —e + rt —rÍ!
> —e — rt1

> -A
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for O^xái?, 0</^8. Hence v(x, t) must assume a minimum at a point (x2, t2)
with 0 á x2 g R, 8 < t2 Ú c. We then have,
8v(x2, t2)/8x = 0,

0 < x2 < R, 8 < t2 < c,

82v(x2, t2)/8x2 ^ 0,

0 < x2 < R, S < t2 < c,

whereas, if the minimum occurs along x2 = 0, then
8v(0, t2)/8x ^ 0,

8 < t2 ^ c,

and if the minimum occurs along t2 = c, then
8v(x2, t2)/8t ^ 0,

0 ^ x2 á R.

It thus follows that
v*~ä7

K*2'^

= *2 äx2^*2'

t2)+(a+l-x2)yxv(x*/2)_äiD^CfcÍ2}

- °"

On the other hand,
( vx-^)v(x2,

ta) = (V*_fo)"(*2,

^)~r

= -/• < 0,

since ue H. The contradiction negates the assumption that the conclusion of the
theorem is false and (8.4) is established.
We now prove the principal result.
Theorem 8.4. Let u(x, t) e H for 0<t^c,

(8.5)

lim

and assume that

u(x, t) = 0 for all x0, 0 ^ x0 < oo,

X-*Xq', t-»0 +

(8.6)

f(x)

= max |w(x, r)| = 0(eax),

x -»■oo, for some a.

0<tSc

Then
u(x, t) = 0,

0 < t ^ c, 0 ^ x < oo.

Proof. By the asymptotic estimates for g(x, x; t), there exists a constant K such
that Kg(R, R;t)^lïort>0,R^R0.
Let r±(x, t) = Kf(R)g(x, R; t)±u(x, t).
Then, clearly, v±(x, t) e H for 0 ¿ x ^ i?, 0 < / ^ c. Further,

t>±(*,r) = Kf(R)g(R, R; t)±u(R, t)

ïf(R)±u(R,t)^0,
since Ag(.R, i?; /)^ 1 and/(J?) = max0<i<c \u(R, t)\. We have, also,

lim inf v±(R, t) S: lim inf [ + t/(x, f)] = ±
(->0 + ;a;-»3Co

i->0 + ; x-»x0

liminf

m(x,r) = 0,

i->0+;x->xo

by hypothesis. The conditions of the preceding theorem are thus satisfied and

i>±(x,0 = 0,

0uxSR,0<t^c
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or, by the definition of v±(x, t),

Kf(R)g(x, R; t) ^ \u(x, t)\.

Now (8.6) and (4.10) yields
\u(x,t)\

^ KeaBexp[-R/(et+a-l)].

Holding x and / fixed and letting R ->■co, we have u(x, t)=0 for / < In (1 + l/a) —8,
or since S may be chosen arbitrarily close to zero, for r<ln (1 + l/a). The proof is
thus complete if c<ln (1 + l/a). Otherwise the result may be derived by repeating
the argument for u{x, r+ln (1 + l/a)) instead of u(x, t).

9. Positive dual Laguerre temperatures. A nonnegative dual Laguerre temperature which vanishes ut time zero, vanishes identically. To establish this fact, we
need, first, the following result.

Theorem 9.1.7/ u{x, 0^0

is in H for 0<t^c,

0 ^ jc< co, then

P g(x,y,t)u(y,8)dA(y)

Jo

converges for 0<t<c—8,0<8<c,

(9.1)

and

P g(x, y ; t)u{y, 8) dA(y) Ï u(x, t + 8),

Jo

0 < t < c-8.

Proof. Set
v(x, t) = u(x, t + 8)-\

Jo

g(x, y; t)u(y, 8) dA(y),

where A and S are arbitrary positive numbers with 8<c. We will show that
v(x, i)^0 for 0<t<c—8. Clearly v(x, t)e H there and by the proof of Theorem

6.1, we have
lim
x-*x0;t->0

v{x, t) = u(x0, 8) ^ 0,

x0 > A,

+

= 0,

x0 < A.

Also
lim sup

g(x, y; t)u(y, 8) dA(y) ^ u(A, 8),

*->.4;í->0+ Jo

so that

lim inf v(x, t) ^ u(A, 8)-u(A, 8) = 0.

x-*A;t^0

+

Hence for all x0,

lim inf v{x, t) ^ 0.
x->xo;t->0 +

Let us now assume that v(x, t) is not nonnegative for 0 < t < c— 8 so that
(9.2)

v(x0, t0)=

-a

< 0
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at some point (x0, /0)>0 < t0 < c- 8. Since, by (4.5), j^ g (x, y ; t)u(y, 8) dA(y) converges uniformly to zero for / > 0, as x -> oo, and since u(x, 0 = 0, we can choose

R so large that
v(R, t) 2; -a/2,

0 < t < c-8.

The function v(x, t) + a/2 satisfies the conditions of Theorem 8.3 and so v(x, t)
Sï —a/2 for O^xáoo, 0</<c—8, contradicting (9.2). It follows that our assumption must be false and

£ g(x, y ; t)u(y, 8) dA(y) g u(x, t+8)
for 0<t<c—8,
and since the integral increases with A, the convergence of
Jo g(x, y; t)u(y, 8) dA(y) is assured and the theorem is established.
We now have the means to prove the principal result.

Theorem 9.2. If u(x, t)^0 is in Hfor0<t^c,
u(x,t) = 0for0^x<oo,
0<t^c.

and if u(x, 0)=0, 0^x<oo, then

Proof. Let
v(x, t) =

Then v(x, t)^0,0<t^c,

ft
Jo

u(x, z)dz,

0 < / ^ c.

and v(x, 0)=0. Also,
8v(x, t)/8t = u(x, t)

and
V>(*, 0 =

Jo

Vxu(x, z) dz

-r

1 8 u(x,
t z)^ dz
a

¡o 8z

= u(x, t)-u(x,

0+)

= u(x, t)
so that v(x, t) e H for 0^/^c.
Hence v(x, t) satisfies all the hypotheses of the
theorem. Furthermore, v(x, /)f as a function of t. Also, since

V^(x, t) = x-«e*^

[x« +le-'j£v(x,

o]>

we have
x*+ie-x

v^
OX

t} =

x^e-^x,

t) dx ^ 0,

Jo

so that v(x, t)\ as a function of x. Since u(x, t)=0 if u(x, î)=0, there is no loss of
generality in assigning to u(x, t) the additional monotonie properties of v(x, t).
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Now, since w(x, 0 = 0 ar>d is nondecreasing in t, it follows that, for an arbitrary

8, 0 < S < c,
f(x) = max u(x, t) = u(x, 8).
Oáíáí

Further, since/(x)

is nondecreasing, we have, for x>0,
2<*+ i_j

r2x
r2x

f{x)e-2xx" +^

r(«+2)

f{y)dA{y),
JX

or, for t0, 0 < t0 < c —8,
2a + 1

^ñx)e-2*x"

+ 1g(2x; t0) ï j*

=1

g(y; t0)f(y) dA(y)

(■2x

g(y, t0)u(y, 8) dA(y)

J X

Ú j\(y,t0)u(y,8)dA{y).
By the preceding theorem, with x=0, the integral on the right converges. Hence
f(x)

= 0(exp [Ixe'o/ie'o -1)]),

x -> co.

The hypotheses of Theorem 8.4 thus hold, and it follows that u{x, 0 = 0 in the
strip 0 < t < 8 and since 8 is arbitrary, the proof is complete.
As a consequence of this result we may strengthen the preceding theorem as
follows.

Corollary

9.3. Ifu(x, 0^0 is in H for 0<rac,

then

/•oo

u(x, t + 8) = J g{x,y ; t)u{y,8) dA(y),

0 < t < c - 8.

Proof. We have, by Theorem 9.3, that
/•CO

v(x, t) = u(x, f + S)-

g{x,y, t)u(y, 8) dA(y) ^0,

0 < t < c-8.

Then, clearly, v{x, t)e H,0<t^c,
and v{x, 0) = 0. The hypotheses of Theorem 9.2
thus hold for v(x, t) so that v(x, t) = 0 for 0<t<c—8, and the conclusion of the

corollary is valid.«
10. The Huygens property. We consider next a subclass H* of the class H of
dual Laguerre temperatures, consisting of dual Laguerre temperatures u(x, t) for

a < t < b for which

(10.1)

u(x, t) = P g(x, y; t-t')u(y, t') dA(y),
Jo

the integral converging for every t, t', a<t'
the Huygens property for a<t<b.

<t<b.

Such functions are said to have
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We establish that a function represented by a dual Poisson-Laguerre-Stieltjes
integral belongs to the class H* in the region of convergence of the integral. To
this end, we need a preliminary theorem.

Theorem 10.1. Let u(x, t) e H, \u(x, t)\<KeAxfor a<t<b.

Then

/•co

(10.2)

w(x,0 = I g(x, y; t-t')u(y, t') dA(y),

the equality holding over that part of t'<t<b

a < t' < t < b,

for which the integral converges

absolutely.

Proof. Let
/•oo

v(x, t) =

g(x, y ; t -1 ')u(y, t ') dA(y),

Jo

with the integral converging absolutely for t'<t<p^b.
that 0èXq<oo, t'<t<t0<púb,
then
Jo

gyxoiy->io~i

If (x0, t0) is a point such

)

xg(x0,y;fo-OM?. Ol ¿AO0

xg(^o,y;ro-OKv, OI ¿a(j0,
or taking, in inequality (4.12), A = l/(eto~t' —1), we have

Kx,01= * j; exp[^-^_ryfenj

-P [x+0^\
xg(x0,y,to-t')\u(y,t')\dA(y)

r

g'o-'' —1

^ ^exp ^JirT_FP_+3-F::Tj

x

1

/•oo

x Jo g(x0,y, t0-t')\u(y, t')\ dA(y).
By the assumed convergence of the integral on the right, it follows that \v(x, t)\
á KeAx uniformly for / ' < t <p —8. Now, set

w(x, t) = u(x, t) —v(x, t).

Since u £ H by hypothesis and v e H by virtue of being a convergent dual PoissonLaguerre transform it follows that weH. Further I^I^Äe'4* uniformly for
t'<t<p —8. Moreover, by Theorem 6.1 lim¡_í.+ w(x, 0=0, so that the hypotheses
of Theorem 8.4 are satisfied and w(x, t)=0 for t'<t<p —8. Since 8 is arbitrary,
the theorem is proved.
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transform belongs to H*

Theorem 10.2. Let
/•CO

(10.4)

u(x,t) =

Jo

g(x, y; t) da(y),

the integral converging absolutely for 0<t<c.

Then u(x, t) e H* there.

Proof. That u(x, t) e H for 0<t<c
is a consequence of Theorem 8.2. To
complete the proof, we must show that for all /, t',0<t'<t<c,

u(x,t) = J" g(x,y, t-t'My, t') dA(y).
Now, we have,

/= r g(x,y,t-t')u(y,t')dA(y)
Jo

= P g(x,y, t-f) dA(y) P g(y, z; f) da(z)
Jo

Jo

/•oo

Jo

/*oo

da{z)

Jo

g(x, y; t-t')g(y,

z; t') dA{y),

with the change in order of integration valid by the assumed convergence of the
integral defining u(y, t'). Hence, an appeal to Theorem 3.4, yields

/=

f g(x,z;t)da(z)

Jo

which is u{x, t) by hypothesis and the proof is complete.
The theorem may be strengthened by extending membership in H* in the region
of conditional convergence of the dual Poisson-Laguerre-Stieltjes transform.

Theorem 10.3. Let
(10.5)

u(x,t)=

the integral converging for 0<t<c.

¡" g(x, y; t) da(y),

Jo

Then u(x, t) e H* there.

Proof. By Corollary 7.4, we have, for 0 < 8 < c/2,
u(x, t) = Oiexp [x/(l - e"il2))),

uniformly for 8<t^c—8,

x -+ oo,

and by Theorem 8.2, u{x, t) eH for 0<t<c.

Theorem 10.1 establishes that
/•CO

u{x, t) =

Jo

g(x, y; t-t')u(y,

t') dA(y),

0 < f < t < c,

Hence
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if the integral converges absolutely over that interval. That this is so is a consequence
of Corollary 7.2 which for 0 < t < t0 < c gives the estimate
u(x, t) = 0(exp [x/(l -e'-'o)]),

x ^ oo,

and therefore u(x, t) e H*.
We complete the section by proving that the integral of products of certain
functions of H* is a constant.

Theorem 10.4. Let u(x, t)e H* for a<t<b and v(x, t)e H* for a< -t<b.

(10.6)

If

P |M(y,0| dA(y) [" g(y, z; t'~t)\v(z, -t')\ dA(z) < oo,

Jo

Jo

then
(10.7)

i

Jo

u(x,t')v(x,-t')dA(x),

a < t < b,

ij a constant.
Proof. By the definition of membership in H* we have, for a<t' <t<b

u(x,t) = J" g(x,y; t-t')u(y, t') dA(y),
and for a<t<t"<b,
v(x, -t)

= j

g(x,z; t"-t)v(z,

-t")dA(z).

Then
/•co

/(r) =

Jo

u(x, t)v(x, -t) dA(x)

= P dA(x)P g(x,y; t-t')u(y, f) dA(y)f" g(x,z; t"-t)v(z, -t") dA(x)
Jo

Jo

Jo

= P u(y, t') dA(y) r v(z,-t")dA(z) [" g(x,y; t-t')g(x,z; t"-t)dA(x),
Jo

Jo

Jo

where the interchange in order of integration is justified by (10.6). Now an appeal

to Theorem 3.4 yields

1(f)= JoP "(J.O dA(y)Jof v(z,-t")g(y,z; /"-/') dA(z),
and since v e H*, we have

/(/) = £

u(y, t')v(y, -/') dA(y) = /(/')

and the proof is complete.
11. Representation. Our goal now is to characterize those functions which are
represented by dual Poisson-Laguerre-Stieltjes transforms of increasing functions.
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Theorem 11.1. A necessary and sufficient condition that
/•CO

(11.1)

u(x, 0=

Jo

g(x, y; t) da(y),

0 g x < oo,

with u(y)f and the integral converging for 0 < t < c, is that u(x, t)^0

be in H there.

Proof. The necessity of the condition is an immediate consequence of the fact
that the kernel of the transform is a nonnegative member of H.
We establish the sufficiency of the condition by setting

ßö(x) = £ g(y, toHy, 8) dA{y),
0<8<c,

0<r0<c—8. Then by Theorem 9.1, we have

0 ^ ß6(x) S j" g(y, h)u{y, 8) dA(y) S u(0, t0+ 8).
Moreover, by Corollary 9.3
/»CO

u{x, t + 8) = \

g{x,y; t)u(y, 8) dA(y),

Jo

0 < t < c-8,

rg(x,y,t)

"Jo -gTy^o)dßAy)Hence

u(x, 0 = lim P 8^y]^
í->o+ Jo

g(y, to)

dß6(y),

0<t<c.

By the Helly and Helly-Bray Theorems [14, pp. 26-52], it follows that

with ß(y)\ and bounded. Thus
/•oo

u{x, 0 =

Jo

g(x,y;t)da(y),

where

"M'[^dMIt is clear that a(y)\ and so the proof is complete.
We next derive criteria for the representation of functions by dual PoissonLaguerre-Stieltjes transforms of functions satisfying an integrability condition.

Theorem 11.2. A necessary and sufficient condition that
/•CO

(11.2)

u(x, 0=1

g(x, y; t) da(y),

0 < t < c,
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with

(11.3)

J00 g(x; c)\da(x)\

is that u(x, t) e H for 0<t<c

and

< 00

/•OO

(11.4)

\u(x,t)\g(x;c-t)dA(x)

< M,

0<t

< c.

Proof. To establish the necessity of the condition, we note that by Theorem 5.1,
(11.2) implies the convergence of the integral of (11.1) for 0<t<c,
so that by
Theorem 8.2 u(x, t)e H there. Further, by an appeal to Theorem 3.4, we have
/•CO

Jo

/»CO

\u(x, t)\g(x; c-t)

dA(x) Ú

Jo

/»CO

g(x; c-t)

/•CO

Jo

dA(x)

Jo

g(x,y; t)\ da(y)\

/»CO

I¿«COI

Jo

g(x;c-t)g(x,y;t)dA(x)

/•oo

= I g(y, c)\da(y)\ < oo,
where the change in order of integration is valid by Fubini's theorem. Hence the
condition is necessary.
To prove the converse, set, for « > 0,
/•OO

(11.5)

wh(x, t) =

Jo

g(x, y ; h)u(y, t) dA(y).

Then condition (11.4) implies, as a consequence of Theorem 5.1, that the integral
defining wh(x, t) converges absolutely for 0<t<c—h. Now, by (3.5),

(11.6)

K(x,OI

= (^y

+1 ex j\xp[-((xe*y'2-yU2)/(e>'-l)]\u(y,t)\dA(y),

or, by (4.12) with A = \/(ec-t-\),

we have

K(*,OI = (p^-jpexp

[(1_elc+t)]

X1 CXP
[ " (e^-l)] | "{y'r)1dHy)
(U"7)

re*(ec-'-l)1tt +1

- |_e»-*(e»_i)J

f

x

1

CXPL(l-efec +t)J
/•CO

xJo g(y,c-t)\u(y,t)\dA(y).
Hence, for 0</<c-«—e,

(11.8)

since (11.4) holds, we have

K(x,OI ÚKtxp[x/(l-e-')].
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An application of Theorem 10.1, since wh(x, t) e H, yields
/•co

wh{x,0=1

g{x, y, t-8)wh(y, 8) dA(y),

0 < S < t < c-h-e,

or

(11.9) wh(x,t+8) = J g(x,y; t)wh(y,8) dA(y),

0 < 8 < t+8 < c-h-e.

By (11.7), we have wh(y, 8) = 0(exp[y/(l—eh~c+ô)]),
y-¡~oo, and consequently,
the integral of (11.9) converges absolutely for 0<8<t + 8<c —h. If we now let
h -> 0+, referring to (11.5) and Theorem 6.1, we have

(11.10)

lim wh(x, t + 8) = u(x; t+8).

Ä-.0 +

On the other hand, substituting the definition of wh{y, 8) in (11.9), we have, on

appealing to Theorem 3.4,
/•co

wh(x, t + 8) =

(11.11)

/• 00

g(x,y;t)

Jo

dA(y)

Jo

g(y, z; h)u(z, 8) dA{z)

= P u(z,8)dA(z)P g{x,y t)g(y,z; h)dA{y)
Jo

Jo

/»CO

Jo

g(x,z;t + h)u(z,8)dA(z)

provided that the interchange in order of integration is justified. That this is so may

be established by noting that
/=

^ g(x,z;t + h)\u(z, 8)\dA(z)

Jo

= Jo"^d|g(Z;C-8)|M(Z'8)|í/A(Z)
¡et + n-c + 6(ec-6_l}y

+l

£K[-etTF^l-j
XJ0" CXP[~((^(1^-1)2>2] eXP[^3l]g(z;

C-S)I"(Z' 8)l JA(Z)

or by (4.14) with A = l/{ec-6- 1), for 0<t+h<c-8,
r^

^(et+h~c+i(ec-ô-l)\a+1

T

1 ^ K{-J+^\-

xec~6

1

exP (ec-a_ei+ft)

(11.12)
x^

g(z;c-8)\u(z,8)\dA(z)

which is finite by (11.4).Thus, (11.10)and (11.11)yield
/*oo

u(x, t+8)=

lim
Ä->0+ Jo

g(x, z;t+h)u(z,

8) dA(z),
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or since the integral is a continuous function of h,
/•OO

(11.13)

u(x, t + 8) =

Jo

g(x, z; t)u(z, 8) dA(z),

0 < 8 < / + S < c.

Now, for some c' < c, set

(11.14)

ß6(x) = ¡° g(y ; c')u(y, 8) dA(y).

Then

P \dß6(x)\= P g(y c')\u(y,S)|dA(y)

Jo

Jo

=riiía)^;c-8)|^'8)|í/Aw
rec'-c + 6(ec-6_i}y

=[

+ l /•«,

W^)

J

_rec-6_ec^y

Jo exp[(e--*-l)(e-'-l)]
xg(y,c-8)(u(y,8))dA(y)

[pC'

for 0<8<c

- c + íf«c - « _ 1VI a +1

—Ä—J

roo

I sCv;c-8)l"Cv>8)l¿ACv)

—c'. But the integral converges by (11.4), and so

Jo \dßö(x)\
á ^(V^r)

•

0 < 8 < c-c',

(11.15)

The set of functions ß0(x) thus has a total variation which is uniformly bounded.
An application of the Helly theorem enables us to select a subset of ß6(x) converging
to a function ß(x) of bounded variation on (0, oo).
Letting S —>0 through this subset, we have

lim P g{*,yr!i¡ dßa(y)= lim P g(x,y; t)u(y, 8) dA(y)
<-oJo

¿TUSC)

s-oJo

= lim u(x, t+8).
a-o

By the Helly-Bray theorem we obtain thus

where

«w=ri(iTö«*
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and the representation

is established. Moreover,

Jo g(yc)\ da(y)\= Jo \dß(y)\< M^-^j
by (11.15). Letting c' -> c, we obtain (11.3) and the proof is complete.
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